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OVERVIEW – WHO IS LIMBE WILDLIFE CENTRE 

The Limbe Wildlife Centre was created in 

1993 as a result of the rapid decline of 

animal populations in Cameroon due to 

habitat degradation, poaching, and the 

illegal wildlife trade.  

Run in partnership between the non-profit 

organisation Pandrillus and the 

Government of Cameroon, our project is 

unique in Central Africa. Our mission is to 

ensure the survival of Cameroonian 

wildlife.  

Our team is composed of local and 

international wildlife ecologists and 

veterinarians, and a highly experienced 

and qualified local animal care staff.  

The Limbe Wildlife Centre is a founding and 

accredited member of the Pan African 

Sanctuary Alliance1, and the only recipient 

of a Clark R. Bavin Wildlife Law 

Enforcement Award Winner (2019).  

 
1 The largest association of wildlife centers and 

sanctuaries in Africa, which demonstrate 
exceptional commitment and the highest 

  
 

OUR CORE MISSION 

The Limbe Wildlife Centre aims to ensure 

the survival of Cameroonian wildlife 

through the rehabilitation and release of 

endangered species victims of illegal 

trafficking, environmental education and 

community-based conservation. 

 

 

 

 

  

standards of animal welfare and conservation 
practices 

http://www.instagram.com/limbewildlifecentre/
http://www.facebook.com/limbewildlifecentre/
https://twitter.com/LimbeWildlife
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CONTEXT 

The Limbe Wildlife Centre is the only 

project in Cameroon dedicated to the 

survival of the endangered African grey 

parrots.  

In 2019, we improved all our infrastructures 

and upgraded all our medical, nutritional 

and rehabilitation procedures to maximize 

the chances of survival for all individuals. 

Late 2019, we saved 379 parrots from 

illegal traffic. The mortality rate remained 

below 25% during the first month and 

almost 90% of the individuals survived after 

1 month.  

The Limbe Wildlife Center is now able to 

rescue 150-200 African grey parrots at a 

time. We can provide high-quality care for 

and rehabilitate 400-500 individuals per 

year, for a minimal budget of EUR 45,000 

per year.  

On average, a 6-9 months rehabilitation 

period is required before the birds can be 

released back into the wild.  

We currently have 210 individuals saved 

from trafficking in rehabilitation ready to 

be released back into the wild.  

 

 

 

CHALLENGES & OPPORTUNITIES 

There is currently no sound release 

programme in Cameroon. To fill this gap, 

we will establish and implement a 

standard high-quality and efficient soft-

release methodology. 

Our project is the pilot phase of the 

national program for the rehabilitation and 

release of African grey parrot victims of 

poaching and illegal trafficking. It will 

effectively support the fight against parrot 

trafficking. 

 

OUR APPROACH 

The pilot project includes 3 components:  

1. Test the use of a soft release aviary 

(3x3x6m3) for flocks of 25 individuals to 

release throughout a 4-6 weeks course in 

the Limbe Botanical Garden;  

2. Implement post-release monitoring 

using GPS tracking technology on at least 

10 individuals to conduct ecological 

research and set a targeted surveillance 

and protection strategy  

3. Run a public sensitization campaign to 

inform, inspire and transform attitudes 

toward conservation: “STOP ILLEGAL PET 

TRADE”; #ProtectWildlife.
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ACTIVITIES 

1. Soft release protocol 

We will build a soft release aviary (3x3x6m3) and operate inside the Limbe Botanical 

Garden. The soft release will be done by flocks of 25 individuals. For the first 2 weeks, the 

parrots will remain in the aviary. Then, we will open the hatch so that each individual can 

explore the surrounding environment and continue to have access to food in the aviary 

until they need. Hence we can continue to monitor them directly as long as they still use 

the aviary.  

 

2. Post-release monitoring  

We will equip 10 individuals with a GPS tag fitted with a harness that will provide their live 

location for several months. The space used by the released birds will provide extremely 

valuable ecological data that will help improve their in-situ conservation.  

This will be the first time ever African grey parrots are equipped with such technology. 
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3. Public engagement 

The public awareness and education campaign “STOP ILLEGAL PET TRADE: 

#ProtectWildlife!” will include press releases, radio, TV, newspapers articles 

and the creation of a large billboard by Toh Bright, a 25-year-old 

Anglophone Cameroonian award-winning visual artist and writer. He will 

illustrate our conservation programme for the endangered African grey parrot. With the 

Coronavirus spreading through all continents and affecting each society, every human 

must rethink its relationship with nature. In traditional African culture, especially in 

Cameroon, Africa in miniature, respect for nature and wildlife was essential. 

  

Young artists Toh Bright will create 

a unique artwork featuring our 

conservation programme. 

Draft of the 4m x 2m original billboard to be displayed (in 

colour): African grey parrot rehabilitation and release. 
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BUDGET  

 

COMPONENTS Activities Cost (EUR) Outputs 

SOFT RELEASE 
PROTOCOL  

Build soft release aviary 1,707 Aviary is built and operational 

 
Run soft release programme 6,237 Four flocks of 25 individuals (100 individuals) 

are fed, monitored and released 

POST-RELEASE 
MONITORING   

Establish and run post-
release monitoring 

19,500 Ten individuals are equipped with GPS tags 
and their movements are recorded 

PUBLIC 
ENGAGEMENT 

Press release, radio, TV and 
newspaper 

3,262 The project is visible in at least 3 national 
media each month for 9 months  

Toh Bright creative art 
billboard 

1,830 The billboard is inaugurated and displayed 

OTHERS Contingency 1,808 
 

 
Management 1,808 

 

 
TOTAL EUR 36,151 to soft-release 100 African grey parrots in the 

1st year of the programme 

 

 

OUTCOMES 

□ The soft-release methodology is validated and can be replicated at a national scale 

in various protected areas as part of the African grey parrot national rehabilitation and 

release programme.  

□ The adaptation of the African grey parrots to their surrounding environment is assessed 

by direct observation of their conditions 

□ Data on movement and habitat use by the released African grey parrots is collected 

and analysed, and help better understand their ecology after release 

□ People are more aware, proud and responsible for their natural heritage. The use of 

African art and culture calls for them to engage to protect wildlife and ecosystems, and 

support nature conservation efforts.  

 

Build soft release 
aviary

5%

Run soft release 
programme

17%

Establish and run post-
release monitoring

54%

Press release, radio, TV 
and newspaper

9%

Toh Bright creative 
art billboard

5%

Contingency
5%

Management
5%
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LONG-TERM VISION 

In the framework of the long-term national 

rehabilitation and release programme for endangered 

African grey parrots, the Limbe Wildlife Centre will be 

used for quarantine, treatment and care of parrots 

and the early stages of their rehabilitation to enable 

them to flight in our special rehabilitation aviary.  

Then, groups of parrots will be transferred to the chosen 

sites within Cameroon’s protected areas and be 

released and monitored, following established soft 

release methodology.  

 

 

MID-TERM GOALS 

1. Validate and implement the national conservation strategy for the endangered 

African grey parrot 

 

2. Study survivorship, habitat use, and movement patterns based on analysis of special 

data collected on tagged parrots and define new in-situ conservation strategies.  

3. Replicate the pilot soft release programme in various protected areas within the 

national territory (e.g. Campo Ma’an National Park (South region), Lake Ossa Wildlife 

Reserve or the Douala-Edea National Park (Littoral region), Mpem and Djim National Park 

(Central Region). 

4. Engage local communities into new conservation actions and education programmes 

to develop local conservation value and alternative livelihoods to help protect wildlife 

5. Perform genetic testing to build a genetic database for the Government of Cameroon 

and CITES authorities to support the fight against illegal wildlife trade by identifying bird 

origin and trafficking routes 
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TO SUPPORT OUR CONSERVATION PROGRAMME 

Get in touch with us at info@limbewildlife.org 

 

DONATE to our African grey parrot rehabilitation and release programme: 

Option 1: Directly via wire transfer 

Account Name Pandrillus 

Address of Account 

Holder 

P.O. Box 878, Limbe, South West Region, 

Cameroon 

Bank Name 
Banque Internationale du Cameroun pour 

l’Epargne et Crédit (BICEC) 

Bank Address BP 1925, Douala, Cameroon 

Account Number 33504740001-87 

SWIFT code ICLRCMCX 

IBAN CM2110001068403350474000187 

Bank Code  10001 

Bank Branch  Limbe, South West Region, Cameroon 

Branch code  6840 

  

Option 2 : via                
 

http://limbewildlife.org/donate/ 

 

 
Option 3 : via our European partner 
(specify Limbe Wildlife Centre):   

 

https://www.zgap.org/index.php/en/donations-
and-help/donations 

 

Option 4 : via our US partner  
(specify Limbe Wildlife Centre):  

 

https://pasa.org/donate/ 

 

  Limbe, 20 May 2020 

 

 

 

 

 

Guillaume Le Flohic 

Pandrillus Country Director 

+237 681 99 15 90  

guillaume@limbewildlife.org 
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http://limbewildlife.org/
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APPENDIXES 

 

KEY FACTS ABOUT AFRICAN GREY PARROTS 

□ Since 4 February 2017, the African grey parrot was reclassified as Endangered on the 

IUCN Red List and placed in Appendix 1 of the CITES 

□ The African grey parrot is by law one of the most protected species in Cameroon (Class 

A), and both capture and export are no longer permitted 

□ The wild populations have been declining at a dramatic rate (-50% between 1998 and 

2013) 

□ Cameroon contributed to almost half of the 1.3 million legally wild-caught individuals 

between 1982 and 2014 

 

KEY ACHIEVEMENTS BY THE LIMBE WILDLIFE CENTRE 

□ Between 2003 and 2018, the LWC rescued 3,372 African grey parrots and successfully 

released 2,150 of them 

□ In May 2019, Pandrillus launched the #ProtectWildlife campaign in partnership with local 

authorities and civil society 

□ In June, LWC rescued 19 endangered African grey parrots seized in the port of Kribi 

□ In September, Pandrillus gave a talk at the EAZA22 

Conference in Valencia, Spain on the African grey 

parrots rehabilitation programme in Cameroon 

□ In October, Pandrillus built the first rehabilitation 

aviary specially designed for the African grey parrots 

730m3 

□ In November, LWC rescued 84 individuals seized in 

Bakassi 

□ In late December, LWC rescued another flock of 

275 individuals seized in Douala, bringing to 379 the 

total of individuals rescued in 2019 

□ In February 2020, an international bird consultant 

provided pieces of training to our care staff to better 

enrich and monitor the African grey parrots 

 
2 European Association of Zoos and Aquaria 
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□ On 17th February 2020, a meeting held in Edea, Littoral region put 4 conservators of 

protected areas and their NGO partners (ZSL, WWF, AWF and Pandrillus) together to 

design the strategy of the national rehabilitation and release programme 

□ Following the meeting, Pandrillus and a bird expert visited 2 field sites (Lake Ossa Wildlife 

Reserve and Campo Ma’an National Park) and assessed the feasibility to set a soft 

release and tracking programme 

  
One African grey parrot was spotted near 

its nest in Nyamabande, near Campo 

Ma’an National Park. 

The population of African grey parrot around 

the Campo Ma’an National Park seems large 

and needs protection. 

 

COMMUNICATION & VISIBILITY 

□ Our rescue and rehabilitation 
programme received several major 
media exposure: 

 Reuters online report 
 Reuters documentary  
 France 24 documentary 
 AfricaNews documentary 
 Deutsche Welle documentary  
 Deutsche Welle social media  
 Le Monde Afrique newspaper 

 

□ Our YouTube channel presents our 
different activities and protocols 

RESCUE IN VIDEO 
 84 Parrots Rescued 
 275 Parrots Rescued 

 
HEALTH CHECK 

 Transfer to Rehabilitation Aviary 
 
REHABILITATION 

 Episode 1; Episode 2; Episode 3 
 

□ Since October 2019, the African grey parrots made  

the highlights of the LWC Monthly Reports and  

has become our 2020 Flag Species 

 

  

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cameroon-endangered-birds/cameroon-conservationists-heal-endangered-african-gray-parrots-idUSKCN1UE1V9
https://www.reuters.com/video/2019/07/22/volunteers-in-cameroon-face-tough-task-s?videoId=577914880&feedType=VideoRSS&feedName=WorldNews&videoChannel=117760&utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+reuters%2FUSVideoWorldNews+%28Video+%2F+US+%2F+World+News%29
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-38sPEep3Bw
https://www.africanews.com/2019/07/24/cameroonian-doctor-saves-endangered-grey-parrots/
https://www.dw.com/en/welcome-to-another-new-edition-of-eco-africa/a-49292782-0
https://twitter.com/dw_environment/status/1150065345702481921?s=20
https://www.lemonde.fr/afrique/article/2020/05/22/au-cameroun-un-centre-protege-des-perroquets-jaco-saisis-aux-trafiquants_6040483_3212.html
https://youtu.be/3XZiu5fIWgY
https://youtu.be/nbQTSbkVAOY
https://youtu.be/iw_2tXcwUS4
https://youtu.be/j_8hJS8M6No
https://youtu.be/lPK4dhe3YIQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o4f9FwdlOPE
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK2n1UotS5bUrRBp_MNJnpg
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCK2n1UotS5bUrRBp_MNJnpg
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PICTURES 

   

The rescued birds normally arrive in terrible condition and require a great deal of specialist care. Their 
flight feathers are often cut by poachers and must grow back before each bird learns to fly again. 

  
Our vet surgeon and the Parrot caretaker checking 
an injury in a rescued African grey parrot. 

Routine health checks under anaesthesia, incl. checking 
wings, feathers, weight, and overall physical condition. 

  
The birds are provided with a rich and diverse diet 
adjusted to the age and body conditions to ensure a 
fast recovery. 

When they have fully recovered in quarantine, each bird 
is transferred to the new large aviary where they practice 
their flight. 
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In May 2019, local authorities inaugurated 
educational billboards designed by Pandrillus to 
inform the population in Limbe of the plight of the 
African grey parrot. 

In October 2019, Pandrillus built the first rehabilitation 
aviary (730m3) specially designed for the African grey 
parrots. 

  
The soft release cage will be made of wood and 
mesh panels of 1 by 3 m2 assembled, for a total 
volume of 54 m3. The keeper door will be opposite 
the horizontal hatch. 

After 2 weeks the African grey parrot will be allowed to 
fly through the hatch to discover their environment while 
having access to food in the cage. 

 

 

  


